Sparsity and entropy are pillar notions of modern theories in signal processing and information theory. However, there is no clear consensus among scientists on the characterization of these notions. Previous efforts have contributed to understand individually sparsity or entropy from specific research interests. This paper proposes a mathematical formalism, a joint axiomatic characterization, which contributes to comprehend (the beauty of) sparsity and entropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a given signal x, the uncertainty (randomness) of its elements defines the compressibility (compactness) of its coefficients w in a given domain. This dependence, between the (elements') uncertainty and (coefficients') compressibility of a signal, suggests a connection between the two families of functions that measure these properties.
But, what axioms do these families have in common? This paper adopts the following definitions with the aim to respond to this question. Let p be the probability mass function (pmf) of signal x. Definition 1.1 (Compressibility or sparsity): The property of to concentrate most of the energy in few coefficients of w.
Definition 1.2 (Uncertainty or entropy):
The property of not to concentrate most of the probability mass in few atoms of p.
Sparsity and entropy functions quantify properties 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. One approach to evaluate the goodness of these functions is through validation of criteria (see [30] [33] for sparsity, [20] [28] for entropy, and [41] for both). Following this approach, the paper gathers and introduces inherent and first principles criteria as axioms and attributes that jointly characterize sparsity and entropy functions. As expected, it turns out that criteria of both families of functions are strictly complementary.
In [16] a set of conditions are identified under which variance and entropy order distributions in a similar way.
This suggests that entropy could be extracted from the "shape" of distributions. Intuitively, for a given variance, random processes with similar sorted pmf's should present similar levels of entropy. Hence, for a given signal with elements following a univariate distribution, the uncertainty of the undergoing process equals the non-compressibility of the pmf. The following toy examples illustrate this relation. Let r.v. X ∈ {x 1 , x 2 } with pmf p = (p 1 , p 2 ).
1) Assume p 1 > p 2 : if p 1 increases (thus p 2 decreases since p 1 , p 2 ≥ 0 and p 1 = 1), then x 1 is even more certain to appear, i.e. if the compressibility of p increases then the uncertainty of X decreases,
2) Assume p = (p 1 , p 2 ) = (1, 0) (a constant r.v.): if p 2 increases (thus p 1 decreases), then x 1 is not the unique possible outcome, i.e. if the compressibility of p decreases then the uncertainty of X increases,
Relation to Previous Work
Entropy functions (related to uncertainty, information, fuzziness or complexity measures) and sparsity functions (related to compressibility, fairness or dispersion measures) are not regarded as easily characterizable. Hence these functions have been thoroughly studied in numerous articles from different perspectives and research areas. The following present relevant references which contribute explicitly to the set of axioms and attributes of sparsity and entropy functions of Section II.
The main method for axiomatic characterization of entropy functions consist on to treat inherent or satisfactory properties as axioms for (reference) Shannon entropy function. This started in 1948 with [5] which established continuity and monotonicity of entropy functions; [13] added concavity for fuzziness functions and [18] relaxed it to quasi-concavity for dispersion functions; [15] added concentration for information functions; [20] added maximality for entropy functions; and [28] added symmetry for information functions.
On the other hand, although sparse data and sparsity has attracted a lot of attention in recent years, concentration, scaling, homogeneous growth and replication were originally applied in 1920 by [2] in a financial setting to measure the inequity of wealth distribution; [18] added bounds for dispersion functions; [30] [33] added symmetry and continuity for sparsity and fairness functions, respectively; and [38] added quasi-convexity for reward-risk ratio functions.
Contribution of the Paper
For each property, previous works have separately established some axioms and relationships, and derived generalizations. The contribution of the paper is threefold.
1) The main contribution of this paper is a refined and constructive set of axioms (and attributes) of sparsity and entropy functions (Section II), which allows to derive function generalizations.
2) The derived sparsity functions explain the benefits of proposed sparsity functions in Compressed Sensing and, in particular, the effectiveness of the 1 -minimization approach (Section III).
3) The derived entropy functions generalize Rényi and Tsallis entropy, and offer simple formulations to the sparse recovery of probability measures (Section IV).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: For sparsity and entropy functions, Section II presents the axioms;
Sections III-IV describe existing functions and derive generalizations; Section V concludes; and the Appendix contains the proofs.
II. AXIOMS
This section gathers and introduces inherent and first principles criteria as axioms and attributes that jointly characterize sparsity and entropy functions.
Let X be an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) discrete random variable (r.v.), defined on a countable sample space Ω = {x 1 , . . . , x b } ⊆ R (b could be infinity), and let x = (x i ) ∈ Ω n be a vector containing n realizations of r.v. X. The definition of vector x allows two possible interpretations. It is an arbitrary signal as a whole and a random process formed by its elements. Throughout this paper both interpretations are adopted, and different operations are applied on vector x according to the analysis performed. The analysis of sparsity will be from the signal's compressibility perspective. Analogously, the analysis of entropy will be from the process's uncertainty perspective. The analogies between these perspectives are summarized in Table I . The following operations will provide adequate representations for the analyzes.
For the compressibility assessment of signal x, a domain transformation is applied using basis Φ ∈ R n×n ,
January 23, 2015 DRAFT where w = (w i ) is the (vector of) coefficients of x. For ease of notation, since compressibility is measured from magnitudes, the energy values of coefficients w are assumed non-negative, i.e. w ∈ R n + . Essentially, redefine coefficients (in terms of true coefficients) as w i = |w i |. Under this model, a sparsity function, which measures the compactness of signal x under basis Φ, is
For the uncertainty calculation of process x, a b-bins-based 1 -normalized histogram method is applied using operator Ψ,
where p = (p j ) is the sample probability mass function (pmf) of x, with p 1 = 1 and
Similarly, define S b + = {p ∈ [0, 1] b : p 1 = 1} (probability simplex). Then, for a given variance σ 2 , an entropy function, which measures the randomness of process x from its outcomes' occurrences using method Ψ, is
Under this notation (see Table II for a summary), the following enumerates a collection of axioms and attributes of sparsity and entropy functions. Axioms and attributes describe the effect of different actions on the argument of functions, e.g. changes on its pattern, ratios or relative differences (see Table III for mathematical description).
In the case of entropy analysis, and in order to stay inside the probability simplex, the actions related to regularity II-B5 and homogeneous growth II-B6 require a subsequent normalization p 1 = 1, wherep denotes p after the action. The histogram model described above makes this normalization step transparent.
A. Axioms 1) Continuity (II-A1):
S. (Sparsity) Slight energy perturbation retains the ratio of dominant and negligible coefficients. [33] H. (Entropy) Slight probability mass perturbation retains the ratio of unlikely and likely events. [5] 
sample probability mass function of x, p = Ψx b number of events (states) or bins, length of vector p x j j-th event in the histogram method
concatenation operator of vectors ., . inner product of vectors π(.) permutation in the order of elements
vector of all zeros and ones of length k, resp.
2) Symmetry (II-A2):
S. Energy permutation retains the ratio of dominant and negligible coefficients. [18] H. Probability mass permutation retains the ratio of unlikely and likely events. [28] 3) Concentration (II-A3) (Dalton's 1st Law):
S. Moving energy from negligible to dominant coefficients shorten the set of dominant coefficients. [2] H. Moving probability mass from unlikely to likely events shorten the set of likely events. [15] 4) Scaling (II-A4) (Dalton's modified 2nd Law):
S. Scaled coefficients contain proportional amounts of energy in proportional number of coefficients. [2] H. Scaled occurrences contain proportional amounts of probability mass in proportional number of events (or by the p 1 = 1 normalization).
5)
Replication (II-A5) (Dalton's 4th Law):
S. Concatenating replicas of (all) coefficients retains the ratio of dominant and negligible coefficients. [2] H. Adding realizations following the same law retains the ratio of unlikely and likely events. This axiom affirms that entropy is intrinsic to a given process (see Subsection IV-B for details).
B. Attributes 1) Bounds (II-B1):
S. The least (most) compressible coefficients allocate (all) its energy on all coefficients (on one single coefficient), e.g. a white noise (a single "tone"). [18] H. The most (least) uncertain distribution allocates (all) its probability mass on all events (on one single event), e.g. a uniform r.v. (a constant r.v.). [5] Lemma 2.1: II-A3 and II-A4 imply II-B1.
2) Quasi-convexity (II-B2):
S. Quasi-convexity prefers extremes than averages. [38] H. Quasi-concavity encourages diversification. [13] Lemma 2.2: II-A1, II-A2, II-A3 and II-A4 imply II-B2.
3) Monotonicity (II-B3): A simple version of II-A3.
S. For two signals with non-zero pair of coefficients, the signal with the largest ratio highest-energy by lowest-energy is more compressible. [33] H. For two processes with non-impossible pair of events, the process with the largest ratio highest-mass by lowest-mass is less uncertain. S. Increasing relatively more the energy of negligible coefficients makes them relatively more dominant. [2] H. Increasing relatively more the probability mass of unlikely events makes them relatively more likely.
Lemma 2.6: II-A4, II-B1 and II-B2 imply II-B6.
7)
Schur-convexity (II-B7):
S. Schur-convexity holds.
H. Schur-concavity holds.
Lemma 2.7: II-A2 and II-B2 imply II-B7. 
S. If s > 0, the triangle inequality holds.
H. If h < 0, the reverse triangle inequality holds.
Lemma 2.8: If s(.) > 0, II-A4 and II-B2 imply II-B8.
III. SPARSITY FUNCTIONS
In signal processing, sparsity functions describe the efficiency of basis representation.
The 0 -pseudo-norm is known as the canonical sparsity count. It is also known as strict or hard sparsity since it counts the cardinality of the support of a function, e.g. the number of non-zero elements of a vector. In the following, this sparsity count will be denoted " 0 ". 1 Its lack of useful derivative leads to combinatorial optimization when used as the objective functional in maximizing-sparsity problems. For instance, in Compressed Sensing [25] a signal x ∈ R n , of assumed sparse coefficients w ∈ R n , is recovered from samples y ∈ R m , with m n. The recovery is based on searching the vector x # of sparsest representation or minimum complexity [25] ,
1 The quotation marks (" ") help to preserve and tries to alert about the misleading notation which treats 0 -pseudo-( 1 -) norm as a sparsity function. In fact, 0 -pseudo-( 1 -) norm measures non-sparsity. This misleading notation led [30] to treat 0 (no quotation marks) as a sparsity function. 
Hoyer measure where . s measures sparsity, and Φ and Π are the sparsifying and measurement matrices, respectively.
For (8) and related problems, the adoption of the 1 -norm as a proxy function allows to derive efficient algorithms and performance guarantees [21] . " 1 is a convex surrogate for 0 count. It is the best surrogate in the sense that the 1 ball is the smallest convex body containing all 1-sparse objects of the form ±e i " [42] . This function will be denoted " 1 ". " 1 " is not though a sparsity function [30] and it should not be treated as such. However, Subsection III-B will validate its adoption in (8) . Other sparsity functions proposed for (8) will be discussed later. Among these functions, the kurtosis [1], Gini index [4], Hoyer measure [19] and pq-means {p ≤ 1, q > 1} [30] (denoted pq-means in the following) satisfy most of the six-rules criteria of [30] . [41] extends these criteria and derives max-sparsity. Table IV defines all these functions, and Table V shows the results of the test using axioms and attributes of Section II.
A. The s pq Core Sparsity
Further inspection of sparsity functions (see Table IV ) reveals a parallel in their construction [41] . Metrics of inequality of wealth or fairness, i.e. non-sparsity, exhibit the same parallel, e.g. the Theil [8] and Atkinson [9] indexes. This simple observation allows to derive a generalization.
Theorem 3.1: [Core sparsity] The function
satisfies axioms II-A1-II-A5.
Core sparsity is continuous (except at the origin), symmetric, scale-invariant and semi-strictly quasi-convex.
The kurtosis (p = 4, q = 2) is out of the range for p and q in (9) . This function failed the test using criteria of [30] hence it will not be further analyzed. Nevertheless, the Gini index (weighted mean p = 1 * , q = 1) and Hoyer measure (p = 1, q = 2) are positive affine transformations of core sparsity. These transformations are increasing hence they preserve the quasi-convexity attribute II-B2 by Theorem A.2 of [31] .
More importantly, core sparsity extends pq-means. [22] presents pq-means with {p ≤ 1,
normalization by the 2 -norm may turn out to be the best sparseness criterion. This however, has yet to be further investigated. [22] ". And although [30] grants the origin (citation principle) of pq-means to [22] , (anonymous) reviewers suggested these functions to [30] as stated in its acknowledgments. Thus, pq-means have no clear origin neither a formal derivation in the literature. Thus, the Appendix derives core sparsity (which extends pq-means)
from axioms II-A1-II-A5.
A key factor of core sparsity is its resemblance to " 0 ". behavior at the origin. " 0 " attains its maximum at the origin, which makes sense from a practical perspective since no information is required to reconstruct null vectors. However, core sparsity is not defined at the origin due to continuity, e.g. in Fig. 1 ,
Notably, p and q parameters localize the domain of core sparsity. Fig. 2 (b) presents this localization process for w following a power law decay, i.e. w = (w i ), with w i = ri Fig. 2(a) shows the versatility of max-sparsity (and of " 1 ") to assess the sparsity of arbitrarily-sparse coefficients, and the localized domain of the kurtosis, Gini index and Hoyer measure, which are better distinguishing among highly-sparse coefficients [41] .
This would suggest the (slightly) superior performance, in terms of number of measurements m (the dimension of y), of recovery strategies based on these last functions compared with the common 1 -minimization, as reported in [26] for p , with p ∈ (0, 1); in [36] for Gini index, which stochastic algorithm tends to be unstable; in [27] for kurtosis, although the function selects inappropriate basis; and in [35] for Hoyer measure in the framework of image regularization. Thus, appropriate choice of parameters p and q would offer a localized-sparsity formulation of (8), since core sparsity strongly encourages coefficients of a given (or estimated) level of sparsity. Further, core sparsity is differentiable (by construction) which is appropriate for gradient-based optimization, and by the quasi-convexity, its solution to (8) is attained at an extreme point of the polytope defined by linear (equality) constraints [32] , e.g. Πw = y. Then, a simple exact algorithm can solve (8) by walking along the extreme points of the feasible region.
Still, the potential of core sparsity in sparse recovery has not been studied.
B. Essentials of 1 -minimization in Compressed Sensing
" 1 " fails the test using axioms and attributes as shown in Table V hence it is not a sparsity function. But " 1 " is able to solve (8) in which it commonly plays the role of objective functional. Further, it offers a computational efficient convex, actually linear, formulation. Certainly core sparsity can not improve this formulation due to its quasi-convex nature, which leads to quasi-convex maximization in (8) . Nevertheless, maximization of sparsity via s 1∞ core sparsity or max-sparsity 2 validates the adoption of " 1 " in (8).
Theorem 3.2:
In linear constrained (8), s 1∞ -maximization simplifies to " 1 "-maximization, i.e. 1 -minimization,
Theorem 3.2 does not (only) state that s 1∞ -maximization is equivalent to 1 -minimization, but that 1 -minimization can be formulated in (8) More importantly, the formalism of the present paper and the generalized convexity framework developed by [31] offer an opportunity to face the non-linear-constrained version of (8), i.e. the non-linear Compressed Sensing problem [39] .
IV. ENTROPY FUNCTIONS
Entropy is a concept of physics and information theory that characterizes the unpredictability of systems' states and processes' events.
In physics, the Tsallis entropy [11] generalizes Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy. In information theory, Rényi entropy
[6] generalizes entropy functions via its parameter p ≥ 0: Hartley entropy or log max entropy [3] (p = 0) counts the cardinality of non-zero probability events; Shannon entropy (p = 1) follows a similar expression than BoltzmannGibbs entropy to measure the average unpredictability of events; collision entropy (p = 2); log min entropy [23] (p = ∞) is the most conservative entropy function since it measures the unpredictability of the most likely event.
Hence log min entropy is never greater than Shannon entropy (see Figs. 3-4) . Table VI defines all these functions,   and Table VII shows the results of the test using axioms and attributes of Section II. 
Tsallis entropy In computer science, entropy characterizes the complexity of sequences. In this context, entropy functions are called complexity algorithms. Among these algorithms, Lempel-Ziv complexity [10] characterizes the randomness of a sequence of symbols by measuring its rate of (new) pattern generation. Following a distinct approach, Approximate entropy [12] examines finite-length time series for similar epochs, and Sample entropy [17] performs similarly but without counting self-matches. Both algorithms emerged from the formulation of Kolmogorov complexity for finitesample approximations. Axioms and attributes of Section II are not applicable to these algorithms but they will be used for comparison (see Figs. 3-4) .
A. The h Section III (which introduces core sparsity), and removing all unit transformations, allows to derive a generalization.
Theorem 4.1: [Core entropy] The function
Core entropy is continuous (except at the origin which corresponds to the empty set), symmetric and semi-strictly quasi-concave. It follows the quotient-of-weighted-functions form of general entropy functions as in [14] , e.g.
Aczel-Daróczy entropy [7] .
Interestingly, the application of function a(.) = −
1
. to core entropy increases the domain of its parameters p and q to {p ≥ 1, q ≤ 1, p = q} and makes core entropy negative. Then, the Tsallis entropy (p = 1, q = 1), Rényi entropy (p = 1, q = 1) and their special cases (Shannon, etc.) are transformations (by the logarithm and power functions) of core entropy. All these previous transformations (including a(.)) are increasing hence they preserve the (now) quasi-concavity attribute II-B2 by Theorem A.2 of [31] . Note that the domain extension of parameters p and q to {p ≥ 1, q ≤ 1, p = q} also applies to core sparsity, which will be now positive.
Some features of core entropy are shown in Fig. 3 which presents the entropy of a r.v. following the Bernoulli distribution with parameter π, the canonical example of information theory textbooks [24] . Fig. 3(a) shows the smoothness, monotonicity, symmetry and quasi-concavity of entropy functions and complexity algorithms. Fig.   3(b) shows the same features in core entropy. Setting parameter p = 1 allows to appreciate the most interesting case: core entropy tends to Shannon entropy as q ↓ 1. Unsurprisingly, the same tendency is present for q = 1 fixed and p ↑ 1.
For general univariate distributions, [16] identifies conditions under which entropy defines an order (on distributions). Fig. 4 shows this ordering phenomenon for several distributions. For a better visual comparison, these core entropy or min-entropy respects the same trend ordering reported by other functions. As in Fig. 3(b) , Fig.   4 (b) shows that the ordering trend drawn by core entropy, with p = 1 fixed and q ↓ 1, tends to resulting ordering obtained using Shannon entropy.
B. On Relative and Absolute Functions
Core sparsity is a relative measure and core entropy is an absolute measure. The following discusses this subtle difference and its consequences on the way both functions follow the axioms (and attributes) of Section II.
For entropy functions, replication II-A5 does not refer to a larger number of events or states. As the number of "replicas" of p goes to infinity, replication II-A5 affirms that entropy is intrinsic to a process (system). Hence entropy functions measure an absolute property as is the uncertainty of a process (system) of fixed possible events More importantly, replication II-A5 and completeness II-B4 should not be confused with the following two common axioms of entropy functions [28] . 
which is also obvious given 1 m 0 n−m is more "compressible", hence less uncertain, than 1 n . Or by simple
C. Sparse Recovery of Probability Measures
Consider the minimum (Shannon) entropy problem on the probability simplex with sample moment constraints
where E p denotes expectation with respect to desired p. 
However, formulation (22) is useless in this case since it produces a feasibility problem which solution is not unique if the problem is under-determined. Nevertheless, by the linearity of the constraints and Theorem 3.2, (22) is equivalent to s 1∞ maximization, which is equivalent to minimization of h (20),
Hence, (21) not only upper bounds (20) (cf. [37] ).
V. CONCLUSIONS
A complete characterization of sparsity and entropy offered new functions and tools to solve efficiently problems of sparse recovery. This paper proposed a formalism, a joint axiomatic characterization, for sparsity and entropy.
The proposed set of axioms is constructive and allows to derive the core functions, core sparsity and core entropy.
Both core functions are simple functional forms found in well-known sparsity and entropy functions. Finally, core functions were applied to the sparse recovery problem where they offered efficient formulations. More importantly, the (simplest) core sparsity validates the use of the 1 -norm as a (non-)sparsity measure in compressed sensing problem which further provides insights to this problem.
Future work will follow two directions. Concerning entropy, to study the compatibility of proposed axioms (and attributes) and specific axioms of entropy, especially those related to relative and conditional entropy. Some of these specific axioms were already verified here. Concerning sparsity, to study the potential of core sparsity in a general optimization framework, where core sparsity can be "tuned" to match the optimal recovery strategy according to a sparsity level.
APPENDIX
In this appendix Lemmas 2.1-2.8 are proved, which derive attributes II-B1-II-B8 from axioms II-A1-II-A5. The appendix also contains the proofs listed in Tables V and VII where functions, applied to non-zero vectors, are evaluated using axioms and attributes of Section II. These proofs give a refinement of the formalism compared to proofs of [30] of which some proofs are corrected.
Tables VIII-IX describe the notation adopted in the proofs related to sparsity and entropy functions, respectively.
The proofs are based on the following key results of [31] .
Theorem A.1: [31] Let f , g be defined on S convex, and
If any of the following properties hold 1) f non-negative convex, g positive concave; or 2) f non-positive convex, g positive convex; or 3) f convex, g positive affine.
Then, s is semi-strictly quasi-convex on S. 
and by scaling II-A4, 
For function f (differentiable)
Then, by the symmetry of f and (28), each component function
with w i > w j , which implies that f is convex. Similarly, g is concave. Now, by Theorem A.1, s = 
II-A5 = s(w 0). 
where α = δ(β + j w j ). Then,
Proof A.8: [Lem. 2.6, Hom. growth] Let w arbitrary,w = 1 n and α < 1. Then,
Proof A.9: [Lem. 2.8, Triangle ineq.] Let w andw arbitrary and α < 1, increasing, state that sparsity s can be written as
with ξ(n) > 0, ∀n, responsible of the dimension-invariance of s or replication II-A5; and g > 0 concave and f > 0 convex, and both functions continuous II-A1, symmetric II-A2 and homogeneous of degree 1, such that s is homogeneous of degree 0 or scale-invariant II-A4. By the homogeneity, f (0 n ) = 0 and g(0 n ) = 0 (hence s cannot be defined at the origin). The previous description of f and q resembles vector norms and leads to the pair of candidate functions
with p = q. Finally, normalization by ξ(n) = n A similar proof holds for core entropy which does not need this last normalization. 
Hom. growth w + α1n n s(w) < s(w)
C. Proofs for Sparsity Functions
Proof A.11: [Continuity, symmetry] By the continuity and symmetry of p -norms.
1)
Proofs for " 0 ": Denoted s 0 in the following.
Proof A.12:
[Concentration](cf. correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 0 (w) ≥ s 0 (w).
Proof A.13: [Scaling](cf. correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 0 (w) = s 0 (w).
Proof A.14:
[Replication](cf. correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 0 (w) < s 0 (ŵ).
i.e. s 0 (ŵ) ≤ max{s 0 (w), s 0 (w)}.
Proof A.17:
[Monotonicity]
i.e. s 0 (w) ≤ s 0 (ŵ).
Proof A.18: [Completeness](cf. correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 0 (w) > s 0 (w).
Proof A.19:
[Regularity](cf. correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 0 (w) = s 0 (ŵ).
Proof A.20: [Hom. growth](cf. correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 0 (w) ≤ s 0 (w).
2) Proofs for " 1 ": Denoted s 1 in the following.
Proof A.21:
[Concentration](cf. counterexample in [30] .)
i.e. s 1 (w) = s 1 (w).
Proof A.22: [Scaling](cf. counterexample in [30] .)
i.e. s 1 (w) = αs 1 (w).
Proof A.23:
[Replication](Correction of [30] .)
Proof A.24: [Bounds]
i.e. s 1 (w) = s 1 (ŵ).
Proof A.25: [Quasi-convexity] Assume w 1 ≤ w 1 , then, s 1 (w) ≥ s 1 (w). Since w,w non-negative,
i.e. s 1 (ŵ) ≤ s 1 (w) = max{s 1 (w), s 1 (w)}.
Proof A.26:
Proof A.27: [Completeness](Correction of [30] .)
i.e. s 1 (w) > s 1 (w).
Proof A.28:
[Regularity](cf. counterexample in [30] .)
i.e. s 1 (w) > s 1 (ŵ).
Proof A.29: [Hom. growth](cf. obvious in [30] .)
i.e. s 1 (w) < s 1 (w). 
i.e. s 1 (ŵ) ≥ s 1 (w) + s 1 (w).
3) Proofs for Hoyer:
Proof A.31:
[Concentration](Correction of [30] .)
where g(0) = 0. Then,
since w i + α > w j − α, i.e. s Hoyer (w) > s Hoyer (w).
Proof A.32:
[Scaling](cf. obvious in [30] .)
i.e. s Hoyer (w) = s Hoyer (w).
Proof A.33:
[Replication](cf. counterexample in [30] .)
where 
i.e. s Hoyer (w) < s Hoyer (ŵ).
Proof A.35: [Quasi-convexity] Let p = 1, q > 1, e.g. Hoyer with q = 2, s 1∞ with q = ∞, then
• g(.) = . p affine (or concave),
is semi-strictly quasi-convex, • and, by Theorem A.2 with a( [30] .)
since v 2 < v 1 , i.e. s Hoyer (w) > s Hoyer (w).
Proof A.38:
[Regularity](Correction of [30] .)
where g(0) = 0. Then, 
since v 1 < √ n v 2 , i.e. s Hoyer (w) > s Hoyer (w).
4) Proofs for Gini:
Recall that the order of indexes changes for this function, i.e. w i > w j as i > j.
Proof A.40:
[Concentration](cf. [30] .)
where i * ≥ i and j * ≤ j are the new indexes (and weights) of coefficients w i + α and w j − α, respectively; i.e.
Proof A.41:
[Scaling](cf. [30] .)
i.e. s Gini (w) = s Gini (w).
Proof A.42:
where
i.e, s Gini (w) < s Gini (ŵ).
Proof A.44: [Quasi-convexity] Let p = 1 * , q = 1, e.g. Gini, then
• f (.) = . p affine (and convex)
• g(.) = . q affine
is semi-strictly quasi-convex.
sinceŵ >w, i.e. s Gini (ŵ) > s Gini (w).
Proof A.46: [Completeness](cf. [30] .)
i.e. s Gini (w) > s Gini (w).
Proof A.47: [Regularity](cf. [30] .)
Proof A.48: [Hom. growth](cf. [30] .)
since w n−i+1 > w i and n + 1 > 2i with i ≤ 
Proof A.50: [Scaling]
i.e. s 1∞ (w) = s 1∞ (w).
Proof A.51: [Replication]
Proof A.52: [Bounds]
i.e. s 1∞ (w) < s 1∞ (ŵ). Further, let arbitraryw with w 1 = β and w ∞ = λβ,
i.e.
i.e. s 1∞ (w) < s 1∞ (ŵ).
Proof A.54:
i.e. s 1∞ (w) > s 1∞ (w).
Proof A.55: [Regularity]
Proof A.56: [Hom. growth]
since n v ∞ > v 1 , i.e. s 1∞ (w) > s 1∞ (w).
6)
Proofs for s pq compressibility: Let p ≤ 1 < q.
Proof A.57: [Concentration](Correction of [30] .) 
i.e. s pq (w) = s pq (w).
Proof A.59: [Replication](cf. [30] .)
Proof A.60: [Bounds]
i.e. s pq (w) < s pq (ŵ).
Proof A.61: [Quasi-convexity] Let p ≤ 1, q > 1, e.g. Hoyer with q = 2, s 1∞ with q = ∞, then
• f (.) = − . p non-positive convex,
• g(.) = . q positive convex,
is semi-strictly quasi-convex; Proof A.62: [Monotonicity] Let β =ŵ −w,
where g(0) = 0. Then, [24] .
i.e. h 
· · · + q i + α n + α log 2q i + α n + α (152) 
where g(0) = 0. Let ξ = −1
(1−q) log 2 . Then, 
since p q > (<) p q by the concavity (convexity) when q < (>)1, i.e. h 
